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Type 1 diabetes is estimated to affect between 1.2 and 2.4 million individuals in America. For most patients, the disease will present in childhood. This early presentation compounds the challenges all parents face in helping their children achieve independence and exposes children to the risk of diabetes complications throughout their entire lifetime. Although the rising epidemic of type 2 diabetes in children has garnered significant attention in recent years, type 1 diabetes remains the predominant diagnosis seen by pediatricians and pediatric endocrinologists. Surprisingly, the incidence of type 1 diabetes is also increasing.

Pathogenesis of Type 1 Diabetes
To understand the multiple approaches to the prevention of type 1 diabetes, it is valuable to begin with an overview of diabetes pathogenesis. Type 1 diabetes is first and foremost an autoimmune disease. It is frequently found in families with a high prevalence of other autoimmune diseases, and individuals with type 1 diabetes are at higher risk to develop other autoimmune disorders over their lifetime (Table 1). A predisposition for diabetes begins at birth because of the inheritance of genetic risk factors, many of which remain unknown.

Although most new-onset patients will have no clear family history of type 1 diabetes, those currently unaffected children with a parent, sibling, or other relative with diabetes are at increased risk compared to the general population (Table 2). The translation of these genetic factors into disease requires additional events, however, a feature best evidenced by the fact that monozygotic twins are not uniformly concordant for disease development.

It has been proposed that environmental factors play a substantial role in the development of type 1 diabetes in those genetically at risk. Although no single trigger of diabetes onset has been identified, a number of candidates have emerged from epidemiological studies. The most well known among these are viral infections such as Coxsackie virus, influenza B, herpes simplex, and human herpes 6 virus and dietary factors such as exposure to cow’s milk. In a study of 28 children aged 3–14 years with recently diagnosed type 1 diabetes, 39% had a Coxsackie B virus–specific IgM response compared to 5.5% of 290 age-matched control children.

There are numerous global trials to prevent and reverse type 1 diabetes. Although these efforts are largely directed by specialized investigative teams, enrollment is open to individuals at risk for diabetes who may never encounter a subspecialty provider. Thus, there are exciting new opportunities for primary practitioners to involve their patients in research for diabetes prevention and reversal. This article reviews the pathogenesis of type 1 diabetes, factors that determine likelihood of disease, intervention strategies being researched, and the role of primary care providers in disease prevention.
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Determinants of Diabetes in the Young study (http://teddy.epi.usf.edu).

Although the process that leads to the activation of islet-reactive lymphocytes is not known, T-lymphocytes mediate islet tissue injury. At the earliest stages, islet injury is not readily detectable by any simple clinical monitoring and thus goes undetected by parents and practitioners. As islet destruction progresses, the loss of β-cells is evidenced by a decrease in the insulin response to a meal challenge even before the onset of frank hyperglycemia. This change in insulin secretory dynamics is a strong predictive factor for the future appearance of disease and indicates significant islet injury.

Eventually, the process progresses to a stage where the plasma glucose becomes persistently elevated, and the clinical features of diabetes emerge. Diabetes is defined by a fasting plasma glucose exceeding 126 mg/dl or a postprandial plasma glucose exceeding 200 mg/dl on two separate occasions.

### Prediction of Type 1 Diabetes

Thus, diabetes progresses from genetic risk to immune activation to β-cell injury to impaired insulin secretion to glucose intolerance and, finally, to frank disease. Although practitioners are most familiar in the clinical setting with the latter stages of the disease pathogenesis, identifying individuals at risk for type 1 diabetes before substantial islet injury is our best chance for diabetes prevention. At the time of clinical presentation of diabetes, these individuals will usually have diminished islet cell mass in addition to abnormal immune activation. Both of these processes must be addressed to reverse new-onset disease. If diabetes can be predicted earlier, it may be possible to prevent disease progression while an adequate islet mass remains to maintain euglycemia throughout a patient’s lifetime. Studies suggest that individuals must lose 50–90% of their islet mass before onset of hyperglycemia.

Substantial efforts have been directed to develop models that predict when susceptible individuals will develop diabetes. At present, the most highly predictive model results from identifying people with autoantibodies and abnormal insulin secretion and glucose intolerance who do not yet meet the criteria for diabetes diagnosis; these individuals have a > 50% 5-year risk for diabetes progression, and it is likely that nearly 100% of them will eventually develop the disease. However, identification at this stage is relatively late, and it is not clear whether preventing diabetes in these patients will be any more achievable than reversing diabetes in patients who have been recently diagnosed.

Although the biochemical criterion of abnormal glucose tolerance is highly predictive, its clinical utility for diabetes prevention is limited because of the substantial islet injury that precedes this finding. Thus, predictive models that measure abnormalities more remote from diabetes diagnosis are sought. The most widely applied model at present involves the detection of β-cell–directed autoantibodies in the blood. These autoantibodies are markers of autoimmunity and are not themselves directly destructive to islets. These markers include antibodies against the insulin molecule, glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), zinc-transporter-8, and insulinoma antigen 2 (IA2). In addition, the histochemical islet cell antibody test (ICA) detects any immunoglobulin directed at intact human islets but does not identify the specific antigen(s). Antibodies against whole islets and insulin are specific to pancreatic β-cells, whereas IA2 and GAD are also present in brain, pituitary, and other areas in the pancreas.

### Table 1: Comparison of Incidence of Autoimmune Disorders in Patients with Type 1 Diabetes and the General Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Incidence in Type 1 Diabetic Population (%)</th>
<th>Incidence in General Population (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>&lt; 1, overt; up to 5, subclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celiac disease</td>
<td>4–9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison’s disease</td>
<td>&lt; 0.5</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Risk of Progression to Type 1 Diabetes for Family Members of Proband With Type 1 Diabetes in Selected Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation to Proband</th>
<th>Diabetes Risk Estimate</th>
<th>Study References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>1 in 10 to 1 in 30</td>
<td>76, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monozygotic twin</td>
<td>1 in 1.5 to 1 in 3</td>
<td>78–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizygotic twin</td>
<td>1 in 13</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>1 in 34</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1 in 20</td>
<td>76, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No relation (general population)</td>
<td>1 in 200 to 1 in 625</td>
<td>7, 77, 78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prevention Trial-1 (DPT-1) showed that the number of autoantibodies correlates with eventual development of type 1 diabetes. Higher titers of ICA correspond to a higher 5- to 10-year risk of developing type 1 diabetes according to multiple studies. The DiMe Study Group in Finland measured antibodies in a large cohort of children newly diagnosed with type 1 diabetes who were < 15 years of age. Nearly 75% of children were GAD-positive at diagnosis; just over half had anti-insulin antibodies. IA2 was the most common and was found in 85.7% of newly diagnosed children, and most children (72.6%) tested positive for more than one antibody at diagnosis. The authors also observed an inverse relationship between age at onset and number of positive autoantibodies; younger children present with a higher number of positive antibodies than older children.

Another large, ongoing study, Diabetes Autoimmunity Study in the Young (DAISY: www.uchsc.edu/misc/diabetes/Teddy/DAISY/DAISY_home.htm) was an observational study that compared children who have first-degree relatives with type 1 diabetes and children who have anti-islet autoimmunity (so-called monogenic diabetes or mature diabetes, such as defects in pancreatic development or insulin secretion (so-called monogenic diabetes or mature diabetes). Some patients are antibody negative at diagnosis. Although some of these antibody-negative patients may have nonautoimmune forms of diabetes, such as defects in pancreatic function. In fact, half of the heritable risk can be traced to HLA haplotypes, with HLA-DR and -DQ carrying the highest risk for autoimmune changes leading to type 1 diabetes. Combining knowledge of high-risk HLA haplotypes with antibody testing allows practitioners to more specifically classify patients at highest risk of diabetes. The HLA-DR3/4 DQ8 genotype when combined with positive autoantibodies has been highly successful in predicting progression to clinical diabetes. In the BABYDIAB study, certain HLA genes were highly predictive of autoantibody positivity and thus anti-islet autoimmunity. In addition, many polymorphisms of these genes exist, and some have been shown to protect against the disease. Nonetheless, not all individuals who have anti-islet autoimmunity or who eventually develop diabetes have the at-risk haplotype. Thus, the risk conferred by these genes may be modified by other loci, and a number of other important genetic regions have been identified. Some
important non-HLA genes include insulin, polymorphic cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen, and protein tyrosine phosphatase nonreceptor type 22.\textsuperscript{39} By altering insulin transcription and T-cell activation, these genes contribute to persistent islet autoimmunity as well as affect deterioration to clinical diabetes.

**Interventions to Prevent Type 1 Diabetes**

To date, no intervention has been developed that can unequivocally prevent the development of type 1 diabetes or arrest the progression of immune system destruction of β-cells after diagnosis, although some promising studies have given the field much encouragement. The potential benefits of such interventions are clear: preservation of islet mass, even when it is insufficient to maintain normal glucose homeostasis, results in a clinical scenario in which diabetes is much easier to regulate in terms of glucose excursions and is accompanied by fewer episodes of potentially dangerous hypoglycemia.\textsuperscript{40} Obviously, earlier intervention, before the autoimmune process has begun or early enough to prevent significant islet loss, holds the promise of true diabetes prevention.

Although prediction of type 1 diabetes remains complex and actively investigated, models using antibody screening are currently used to drive diabetes prevention trials. In addition, several trials have reported modest utility in diabetes reversal. Although strategies that prevent diabetes may not be potent enough to reverse disease, it is likely that therapies that achieve diabetes reversal may be useful in diabetes prevention. As mentioned above, the goals for diabetes prevention depend in part on when during the pathogenesis of disease the intervention is applied. In the late stages of diabetes progression (or with reversal), several goals must be achieved including deactivation of islet-reactive lymphocytes, correction of the inflammatory milieu that injures islets and promotes lymphocyte activation, and restoration of an adequate islet mass. In earlier stages of diabetes prevention, it remains possible that these interventions may be effective even if applied singly. The following sections consider the current state of each of these strategies based on completed and ongoing trials and proposals.

**Antigen-specific interventions**

In efforts to prevent type 1 diabetes, it is highly desirable to either correct the abnormal function of or eliminate those lymphocytes that have targeted the β-cells. It is well established that insulin itself is a primary target of the immune response, and modulation of anti-insulin reactivity may be beneficial. In animal models, both parenteral and oral insulin delayed or prevented disease onset, by acting either metabolically by allowing the β-cells to rest,\textsuperscript{41} or immunologically by inducing tolerance or reducing T-cell infiltration into the pancreatic islets.\textsuperscript{42–44}

DPT-1 examined the effects of antigen-based therapy with insulin in first-degree relatives at risk of type 1 diabetes.\textsuperscript{45} Two studies sought to determine whether exposure to insulin in ways thought to induce tolerance (oral administration or very-low-dose injection) could delay or prevent the onset of type 1 diabetes in these individuals. In the first study, relatives projected to have a 5-year risk of > 50% for progression to type 1 diabetes were given low-dose parenteral insulin, and in the second study, relatives with a 25–50% risk were given oral insulin therapy. The oral insulin is metabolically inactive because of degradation in the stomach, but these degraded peptide products were hypothesized to possess immune-regulating potential.

Unfortunately, neither intervention groups showed a significant delay in type 1 diabetes progression compared to placebo.\textsuperscript{42,46} However, oral insulin was retrospectively observed to delay progression to type 1 diabetes in the subgroup of participants with the highest anti-insulin antibody levels. These findings inspired the Type 1 Diabetes TrialNet Oral Insulin Study, analyzing the preventive or delaying effect of oral insulin in individuals with similar characteristics. This trial is presently enrolling subjects. Other antigen-specific interventions currently in development include the use of a GAD vaccine and the isolation and expansion of regulatory T-cells that are able to suppress islet-reactive lymphocytes in an antigen-specific manner.\textsuperscript{47}

**Antigen nonspecific interventions**

While some studies have looked at modulating the autoimmune response specific to the β-cells, others seek to alter the body’s immune response in general. Although antigen-specific therapies are desirable because they should affect only those immune cells that have targeted the β-cells, we do not presently know the full range of β-cell autoantigens. Thus, more globally directed, nonspecific therapies may have a better chance to reach all islet-injurious lymphocytes.

Many components of the immune system have been implicated in autoimmunity leading to type 1 diabetes, including cytotoxic and helper T-cells, B-cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells.\textsuperscript{25} In fact, global defects have been characterized in all these cell types in both type 1 diabetes–prone mice and people with diabetes.\textsuperscript{25}

To date, nonspecific interventions directed against the T-lymphocyte have been the most widely used
because T-cells are the known end-stage effectors of islet destruction. T-cells express CD3 along with CD4 or CD8, so targeting either receptor could in theory modulate T-cell response and therefore alter autoimmunity. Targeting of the CD3 receptor with monoclonal antibodies has been tested on newly diagnosed patients with type 1 diabetes and showed improved insulin production 2 years after diagnosis but did not successfully lead to remission of the disease.

Other constituents of the immune system are also emerging as foci for intervention. Although T-lymphocytes are most closely linked with the immunopathogenesis of type 1 diabetes, B-lymphocytes also play a central role in type 1 diabetes and other autoimmune diseases and depleting B-cells can prevent and reverse diabetes in mouse models. Rituximab, an anti-CD20 chimeric antibody that depletes B-lymphocytes, has shown encouraging initial clinical results. A recent TrialNet-funded study demonstrated that a four-dose course of rituximab could preserve β-cell function over a 1-year period in patients with newly diagnosed type 1 diabetes. In addition, systemic anti-inflammatory agents such as IL-1 receptor antagonists and agents that stimulate β-cell proliferation are being studied as potential components of a multidrug prevention of β-cell destruction.

**β-cell preservation and regeneration**

Although it is crucial to prevent or halt β-cell destruction, diabetes prevention and therapy also necessitates ensuring adequate β-cell number and function. Ideally, immunomodulation will protect against β-cell decline, but this strategy will require both early detection of at-risk individuals and highly effective interventions. Successful preventive and therapeutic regimens will ultimately depend on β-cell replacement, which is currently provided by a limited number of allogeneic islet transplants. Evidence of continued production of new β-cells in patients with type 1 diabetes. Furthermore, β-cell proliferation can be stimulated in vivo and in vitro. However, because β-cells are highly differentiated, their proliferative potential is inherently limited. Thus, there is much interest in identifying and isolating progenitor cells that can be stimulated to proliferate and subsequently differentiate into β-cells.

Additionally, because stem cells can proliferate indefinitely and differentiate into any cell type, much work is being performed to direct their differentiation down the normal β-cell developmental pathways. However, stem cells have yet to be used in clinical trials, so their efficacy and potential risks, particularly of tumorigeneity, are
unknown. It is also unclear whether exogenously derived β-cells will be more or less susceptible to immunological attack and whether this susceptibility can be manipulated genetically or during the differentiation protocol. Nonetheless, developing an adequate and clinically potent β-cell resource is likely to be a key component of any strategy to prevent or cure type 1 diabetes.

**Role of Primary Providers in Diabetes Prevention**

Although there are exciting opportunities in diabetes prevention and reversal, most of these efforts are unfolding at large academic or research-focused medical centers. Nonetheless, there is a vital role for practitioners who work with families at risk for developing type 1 diabetes.

In families with established type 1 diabetes, all first-degree relatives, including the parents of the proband (if they are < 45 years of age) are at increased risk for type 1 diabetes and should be counseled regarding this risk. Identical twins are the greatest risk. Second- and third-degree relatives of a proband with type 1 diabetes are also at heightened risk if they are < 21 years of age.

Once apprised of their diabetes risk, these individuals should be made aware of type 1 diabetes screening and intervention studies such as Type 1 Diabetes TrialNet. The advantages of screening for type 1 diabetes risk through such research-oriented programs include state-of-the-art antibody determinations in specialized research laboratories, a superb follow-up and support network of type 1 diabetes specialists, protection of laboratory data from insurance carriers, and the opportunity to participate in further clinical research studies aimed at diabetes prevention. Participating in a research study incurs no cost to patients or their insurance companies.

Far better than tertiary diabetes centers, primary care provider offices are able to reach unaffected relatives of index patients with type 1 diabetes. Unaffected individuals may visit their family practitioner for routine health maintenance and express that they are aware of a new diagnosis in their family; these same individuals are unlikely to ever encounter a subspecialty provider unless they are diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. Thus, there is great opportunity for primary care physicians to engage in conversations about such patients’ potential risk for developing type 1 diabetes and the possibility of enrolling in monitoring or prevention trials. If the primary care community outside of the research setting is aware of such opportunities to promote awareness about diabetes trials, we will have the chance to move ever more quickly toward preventing and reversing type 1 diabetes.

Although we have been successful in recruitment for diabetes prevention trials at the Monroe Carell, Jr. Children’s Hospital at Vanderbilt, we anticipate that there are many patients whom we are unable to reach or who are unwilling to participate. To address this concern, we recently undertook a survey to better understand parental attitudes toward clinical trials for type 1 diabetes. As part of this study, we determined that parents’ willingness to enroll their child in a study was most strongly influenced by whether they had received clear information about trials from their primary pediatric endocrine provider (D. Buscariollo, W. Russell, D. Moore, unpublished observations). By extension, it is likely that there is a very important role for all practitioners in promoting awareness and confidence in families that will ensure the success of these ongoing efforts.

In addition to informing families about the opportunities for diabetes prevention trials, it is reasonable to wonder whether primary care providers can make recommendations that may limit future diabetes risk. Although many current trials are developing pharmacological approaches to type 1 diabetes prevention, some trials are investigating approaches that can be utilized routinely and safely in practice.

For example, there has been growing interest in the potential role of early feeding patterns in the development of diabetes. This interest is founded on a body of evidence suggesting a protective effect of breastfeeding for children at risk for type 1 diabetes. In 1984, Borch-Johnson et al. first reported an inverse correlation between the duration of breastfeeding and diabetes risk in humans. Since then, there has been a long debate in the literature about the possible beneficial effects of breastfeeding for children at risk for type 1 diabetes.

Part of the challenge has been isolating the effects of breastfeeding from other potentially contributing factors (e.g., delayed exposure to exogenous stimuli such as cow’s milk proteins). Nevertheless, both prolonged breastfeeding and delayed exposure to cow’s milk proteins have been associated with protection against the development of type 1 diabetes. Putative mechanisms of protection include passive immunity provided by secreted immunoglobulin A antibodies against infectious agents that may contribute to the autoimmunity trigger and delayed exposure to diabetogenic agents such as cow’s milk proteins, which may be involved in the pathogenesis of
type 1 diabetes among those with a dysfunctional gut immune system.67

The Trial to Reduce IDDM in the Genetically at Risk (TRIGR) is the first primary prevention effort to explore whether avoidance of exposure to cow’s milk can prevent type 1 diabetes in infants with a genetic predisposition.68 Although this ongoing trial is limited to genetically high-risk infants, it is reasonable to recommend breastfeeding to families in which there is risk for type 1 diabetes. Current recommendations include exclusive breastfeeding for the first 6 months of life for those without contraindications.69 Whether specific alternate formulas would be of benefit is the subject of ongoing trials. As their tolerability is low and expense high, we would not recommend these at the present time.

Another protective intervention of ongoing interest is early vitamin D supplementation. The exact mechanism by which vitamin D may protect against type 1 diabetes remains unclear, but this effect is likely to be through the prevention of vitamin D deficiency.70 Vitamin D is a potent modulator of the immune system and is involved in regulating cell proliferation and differentiation.71 A meta-analysis of data from five observational studies recently indicated that children supplemented with vitamin D had a 29% reduction in type 1 diabetes risk compared to their unsupplemented peers.72 Nevertheless, firm conclusions that can be drawn from these data in terms of appropriate recommendations are limited by the lack of specification of dosage, duration, and particular vitamin D preparations. Thus, data from adequately powered, randomized, controlled trials are still needed.

Although current trials are generally considering pharmacological dosing of vitamin D, it is reasonable to ensure that individuals at risk for autoimmune disease maintain their vitamin D stores in the normal range if they are not able to participate directly in these trials. It is currently recommended that all infants should receive 400 IU of vitamin D supplementation until the infant is ingesting at least 400 IU of vitamin D daily through formula, milk, or other food sources. In addition, it is recommended that an intake of 400 IU of vitamin D per day be continued throughout childhood and adolescence for those who do not ingest that amount per day or for those who do not receive adequate sunlight exposure.73,34

Conclusion

Type 1 diabetes is a clearly heritable disease with multiple genetic and environmental risk factors. No treatment has been devised to date that will successfully prevent the development of type 1 diabetes. However, sentinel laboratory abnormalities have been identified that provide multiple targets for preventive interventions. Nonetheless, successful intervention efforts demand a thorough understanding of disease pathogenesis and a refined approach to disease prediction so that risks and benefits can be well balanced.

The inception of global-scale networks for diabetes trials such as the Type 1 Diabetes TrialNet has presented unprecedented opportunity to alter the course of type 1 diabetes. These trials simultaneously aim toward several clinical endpoints including better identification of at-risk individuals, better prediction of disease progression, and successful implementation of protocols for diabetes prevention and reversal. The success of these efforts is strongly dependent on enrollment, and many eligible patients are not aware that they are at risk for type 1 diabetes or may benefit from these opportunities.

Our discussions with patients suggest that physicians remain the most trusted and important source of this information. Given that, there is a vital role for practitioners in all settings in current efforts to prevent and reverse type 1 diabetes.
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